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A B S T R A C T

This article develops a repeated game model of the choice of doctrinal form by a higher

court. Doctrine can take any point along a continuum from more determinate, rule-like

legal commands to more flexible, standard-like directives. In deciding a case, the

Supreme Court not only decides on a substantive outcome, but also chooses where

on this continuum to set the doctrine. The lower court then applies the legal command

to future cases. In doing so, it may wish to take into account new information, but the cost

of doing so varies with the form of the legal doctrine. The model shows that in equili-

brium doctrine ocsillates over time between more rule-like commands and more

standard-like commands. What triggers the shift in doctrinal form are the lower

court’s “mistakes” when trying to implement the standard in the way the Supreme

Court prefers. The mistakes induce the Supreme Court to cabin the lower court’s discre-

tion by issuing more rule-like legal commands for a certain number of periods. Too much

constraint, however, produces error costs when the lower court cannot adjust the law

appropriately to new circumstances, leading to a shift back to more standard-like doc-

trine. We derive comparative statics showing how the length of the constraint phase

responds to the degree of preference conflict between the courts. Finally, we illustrate

the features of the model with the evolution of doctrine regarding the Sixth

Amendment’s Confrontation Clause.

1 . I N T R O D U C T I O N

The US federal court system divides functions among courts at different levels

of the judicial hierarchy. The Supreme Court articulates legal doctrine that will

guide decisionmaking by the lower federal courts. The lower courts are allo-

cated the task of law application—they implement the guidance given by the

Supreme Court in the form of legal doctrine by applying it to the myriad factual

situations presented in actual cases. As a result, while the Supreme Court has the

power to articulate broad principles, it must rely on the lower federal courts to

determine outcomes across the mass of cases in accordance with its directions.
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When deciding cases, the Supreme Court not only decides the outcome—

which party wins—it also must choose how to articulate the doctrine that will

govern similar, subsequent cases. That decision has been variously characterized

as a choice between vagueness and specificity, narrowness and breadth, or, most

famously, standards and rules. That choice in turn determines how much dis-

cretion lower courts will have when applying the precedent, thereby influencing

the outcomes they reach.

Although the choice between rules and standards has been thoroughly

explored by jurisprudence and law and economics scholars (Kennedy 1976;

Diver 1983; Schlag 1985; Sullivan 1992; Kaplow 1992; Sunstein 1995; Posner

2010, 747–752), little attention has been paid to how doctrine operates in the

context of the judicial hierarchy. This article formally studies the choice of

doctrinal form using a dynamic model of upper and lower court interactions.

The aim is to understand how the Supreme Court’s efforts to influence case

outcomes in the lower courts will affect their choice of doctrinal form. In

addition to considering the factors that influence an initial choice on the spec-

trum between rules and standards, we also explore the dynamics of changes in

doctrinal form. Why might the Court shift from a rule-like command to a more

open-ended standard; or transform a standard into a more rigid rule-like com-

mand? Although our model is motivated by the Supreme Court’s interactions

with lower courts,2 it is applicable whenever the functions of law declaration

and law application are separated.

The conventional framework for the discussion of rules and standards is well

established. Rules tend to be hard edged and determinate; they constrain sub-

sequent decisionmakers and limit in advance the relevant factors for future

decisions. Standards are softer and more open ended; they afford greater dis-

cretion to later courts to determine what is relevant to the decision in a case.

For law and economics scholars, the impact of the legal form on the behavior

of private parties has been the foremost concern. Thus, Kaplow (1992) suggests

that rules provide low-cost information to private actors, while Cooter & Ulen

(1988) and Fischel (1985) note that rules facilitate private ordering: the clearer

the entitlement, the easier it is to trade (cf. Johnston 1995). Others have argued

that a bad actor can more easily evade rules, suggesting that standards may be

2 We necessarily simplify the complexity of the judicial hierarchy, ignoring important differences

between federal circuit and district courts and state courts. Of course, the relationships of each of

these types of courts to the Supreme Court will differ, and judges on each will face different,

additional constraints (e.g. review by the circuit court for district court judges; the need for collegial

decisionmaking and the possibility of review en banc for circuit judges; the possible response of state

political actors for state supreme court judges), but for purposes of the model, we treat them alike,

focusing on their role in interpreting and applying Supreme Court precedent to specific factual

situations.
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preferable to ensure compliance with public norms (Kennedy 1976, 1773; Rose

1988, 600).

Although theoretical arguments might favor one form or the other, in prac-

tice, legal doctrine often shifts in form from a rule to a standard, or standard to

a rule, sometimes cycling back again to an earlier form (Schauer 2003, 2005;

Posner 2010, 749; Holmes 1881, 110).

In Miranda v. Arizona,3 for example, the Supreme Court replaced a “totality

of the circumstances” test for the voluntariness of a confession with the

hard-edged requirement that an explicit warning about the right to remain

silent must be given in order for statements by a suspect to be admissible.

Conversely, in Planned Parenthood v. Casey,4 the Court replaced Roe v.

Wade’s5 trimester approach, which set sharp boundaries for determining

when a women has a right to terminate a pregnancy, with an undue burden

standard that permits consideration of a wide variety of factors. Johnston

(1995) and Rose (1988) document similar shifts between rules and standards

in private law doctrines.

Some explain these shifts as the result of changing court personnel and a

resulting shift in policy preferences (Sullivan 1992). Others argue that the dis-

advantages of rules in shaping private behavior become apparent when a rule is

used, pushing courts to switch to standards. Likewise, the disadvantages of

standards become apparent when they are used, pushing courts to switch to

rules (Rose 1988; Johnston 1991).

Up to now, little attention has been paid to how interactions between upper

and lower courts influence doctrinal form. This neglect is surprising in some

ways, because lower courts play a crucial role in implementing whatever rules

or standards are laid down by the Supreme Court. For the vast majority of

litigants, it is the decisions of the lower courts—how they apply established

doctrines—that give meaning and force to the pronouncements of the Supreme

Court. Nevertheless, the rules and standards literature pays little attention to

the vertical relationship between courts. At the same time, judicial politics

scholars, who do pay attention to institutional structure and inter-court

dynamics, traditionally ignored the function and form of doctrine. For a long

time, the only concern was judicial votes: doctrine and legal reasoning

were viewed as merely cover for judges’ policy preferences, the true drivers of

decisionmaking.

3 384 U.S. 436 (1966).

4 505 U.S. 833 (1992).

5 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
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As a result of this gap, only a handful of prior studies have explored formally

the role of legal doctrine in the judicial hierarchy.6 McNollgast (1995) argue

that doctrine serves as a form of communication, informing lower courts of

the range of acceptable outcomes. Their model assumes that lower court judges

are politically motivated actors, seeking to achieve their preferred outcomes

through their decisionmaking. They do not seek to explain the particular form

that doctrine takes, but rather describe doctrine as a signal by the Supreme

Court to lower courts, informing them how to avoid reversal. Likewise, Bueno

de Mesquita & Stephenson (2002) depict doctrine as a form of inter-court

communication, emphasizing tradeoffs in achieving accurate communication

when appellate judges choose between following or breaking with precedent.

Trial court judges, in their model, are not strategic actors, but are assumed to

seek to follow appellate court doctrine faithfully.

Cross et al. (2012), Lax (2012, forthcoming), and Jacobi and Tiller (2007)

focus more directly on the choice of doctrinal form, albeit in one period

models. These scholars posit that lower courts largely follow doctrine, but

that they nevertheless may be able to exercise discretion depending upon the

doctrinal form. Because lower courts may have differing policy preferences,

higher courts choose a doctrinal form to optimally control lower court deci-

sionmaking. The doctrinal form decision is characterized as a dichotomous

one: the higher court must choose between a fully determinate rule and an

open-ended standard. In these models, factors such as the characteristics of the

judges, ideological conflict, and the mix of cases presented drive doctrinal

choice.

Consistent with the case space model,7 we view legal rules as guiding which

cases (bundles of facts) should result in what outcomes, and follow the

common assumption that judges have preferences that they seek to advance

through their decisionmaking.8 We also utilize the conventions of the rules and

6 Although many of these models frame the relationship between the Supreme Court and lower courts

as a principal–agent relationship, we avoid this terminology for reasons explored in Kim (2011). We

recognize some similarities in the structure of upper and lower court interactions and agency

relationships, but think it preferable to clearly specify the terms of their interaction, rather than

invoking the language, and implicitly the assumptions, of traditional agency relationships.

7 The case-space model aims “to capture the substance and institutional features of judicial policy-

making, putting cases and doctrine at the analytic center” (Lax 2011, 137; Kornhauser 1992a,b,

1995). It characterizes the work of judges as twofold: producing case dispositions and generating

legal rules. Cases present bundles of facts, and the function of legal rules is to divide cases into

different dispositions (Lax 2011, 133; Jacobi & Tiller 2007, 326; McNollgast 1995, 1639; Baker &

Mezzetti 2012, forthcoming).

8 By judicial preferences we do not necessarily mean to connote political or ideological goals. Rather,

we assume that judges care about reaching the correct outcomes in cases they decide. The correct

outcome in the view of a given judge may turn on ideological, jurisprudential, economic, or other
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standards literature: what differentiates a rule from a standard is the ease with

which new factors can be incorporated in future decisions (Kaplow 1992;

Sunstein 1995). At the same time, we seek to explain the dynamic evolution

of doctrine observed in practice. Although changes in judicial preferences may

produce shifts in doctrinal form,9 we develop an endogenous account, focusing

on how repeated interactions between an upper and lower court might drive

doctrinal change. Note that judicial preferences remain important in our

model—specifically, the degree of preference divergence between upper and

lower courts influences doctrinal form. We do not, however, rely on a simple

ideological shift—e.g. a more conservative Supreme Court—to explain chan-

ging doctrinal form.

Our model thus entails a number of innovations over prior work. First, we

abandon the polarized views that characterize lower court judges either as un-

concerned with legal principles, or as faithfully following Supreme Court doc-

trine without any regard for their own preferences. The model assumes that

lower court judges have preferences over case outcomes that vary from Supreme

Court preferences. At the same time, the form of the doctrine the Supreme

Court articulates plays a critical role in their decisionmaking because doctrinal

form makes deviations from Supreme Court precedent by the lower court more

or less costly. Simply put, it is costlier for a lower court to distinguish precedent

when phrased as a rule than when phrased as a standard.10

Second, the Supreme Court does not face a dichotomous choice between a

rule or a standard, but rather selects from a continuum of doctrinal possibilities

that are more or less determinate, more or less constraining in subsequent cases.

So viewed, the Supreme Court faces a tradeoff. More standard-like doctrine will

make it easier for a lower court to take into account unanticipated, but relevant

criteria. The important point is that different judges may differ as to what the correct outcome

should be in any given case.

9 Of course, if judicial preferences for particular doctrinal forms change (e.g. a majority of Justices

now prefer rules to standards), doctrinal form will change, but such an explanation is trivial.

Alternatively, judicial preferences over substantive outcomes may change, motivating the Court

to change not only the substance of a doctrine, but its form as well. The relationship between

substantive prferences and doctrinal form, however, is complex. Rules sometimes appear more

compatible with conservative outcomes; at other times, they favor liberal results. Similarly, a

move to standards might entail a shift away from or toward a more liberal substantive outcome.

As Sullivan put it, “rules and standards simply do not map in any strong or necessary way onto

competing political ideologies” (Sullivan 1992, 96).

10 In this way, the model tracks Stephenson’s (2009) informal description of a”Realist” judge. That is

to say, the cost of writing an opinion to reach a preferred outcome turns on the form of the legal

materials, specifically whether the doctrine is more rule-like or more standard-like. See also Staton &

Vanberg (2008) who argue that vagueness in legal directives reduces the costs of non-compliance.
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information, thereby avoiding problems of over- and under-inclusiveness.

However, less determinate doctrine raises the risk that the lower court will

use its discretion to take account of new factors the Supreme Court considers

irrelevant.

Third, the model does not rely on fear of reversal to explain lower court

behavior (e.g. Songer et al. 1994; McNollgast 1995). Accounts that rely princi-

pally on the Supreme Court’s reversal power present a puzzle: why do lower

court judges, who are assumed to be motivated by political, not legal factors,

largely appear to follow precedent, even when the risk of reversal by the

Supreme Court in any particular case is vanishingly small? A number of mech-

anisms, such as Supreme Court “auditing” or litigant “signaling” have been

suggested to explain the phenomenon (e.g. Cameron et al. 2000; Songer et al.

1994). The fact remains, however, that “reversal is a particularly unimpressive

sanction . . . where the likelihood of reversal by the Supreme Court in any

individual case is so small as to render it essentially meaningless as a sanction”

(Haire et al. 2003, 146).

In our framework, the Supreme Court exercises power by establishing the

doctrine that frames the lower court’s subsequent choices. Changes in the doc-

trine impact the cost structure shaping lower courts’ decisionmaking by altering

the amount of discretion they have. Of course, changing doctrine will often

entail reversal of a lower court’s decision, but it is not necessary to our model

that lower court judges particularly fear reversal; it is enough that they wish to

avoid changes in doctrine that will constrain their discretion in future cases.

We use a repeated game model to capture the dynamic interaction between

upper and lower courts, moving beyond the static games in the literature.11 The

repeated game model predicts that doctrine will evolve endogenously as the

Supreme Court learns that its prior doctrine is not producing the “correct”

results in enough cases.

More concretely, in an equilibrium of the repeated game, when the Supreme

Court issues a standard, the lower court attempts to cooperate by only incor-

porating new information when the Supreme Court would want the informa-

tion considered. Unfortunately, the lower court is occasionally mistaken about

the Supreme Court’s preferences. The Supreme Court responds to mistaken

applications of precedent by shifting the doctrine to more rule-like commands.

Such commands cabin or constrain the lower court’s discretion. Too much

constraint, however, is costly to the Supreme Court, because in some cases

11 To the extent dynamics have played a role in the literature, it has been to explain why judges follow

precedent at all (O’Hara 1993; Rasmussen 1994). Notably, these models are primarily about judges

within a single tier of a judicial hierachy; not, as here, between judges in different tiers.
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new information that it would find relevant is excluded from consideration.

Hence the possibility of cycling back to a standard.

The equilibrium is inspired by the work on repeated games with imperfect

public information, first articulated by Green & Porter (1984) and subsequently

developed by Abreu, Pearce, & Stacchetti (1990) and Fudenberg, Levine, &

Maskin (1994). As in this earlier work, a public signal—the Supreme Court’s

loss from the outcomes of cases in the lower court—is imperfectly correlated

with the lower court’s behavior because those outcomes could be the result

of the the lower court either (1) not cooperating or (2) making a mistake in

assessing what the Supreme Court wanted.

The model also relates to the economics literature on rule development. For

example, Chassang (2010) considers how two players learn to cooperate when

they do not share knowledge of which actions are productive. Ellison & Holden

(2008) model how rules are chosen and revised within a firm given constraints

on the principal’s ability to communicate precisely with the agent in the face of

uncertainty about future states of the world. We examine similar questions

in the particular context of the judicial hierarchy, but focus on the type of

instructions (doctrinal form) apart from its substantive content.

The article proceeds as follows. Section 2 informally develops the intu-

itions that underlie our model. Section 3 sets out the one-period model. It

shows how the Supreme Court’s choice of doctrinal form responds to: (i) the

weight the Supreme Court places on avoiding considerations of factors it deems

irrelevant; (ii) the weight the Supreme Court places on a failure of the law to

properly reflect changing circumstances; and (iii) the degree of preference di-

vergence between the courts. This one-period model formally captures many of

the intuitions of the rules and standards literature. Section 4 presents the re-

peated game model and derives the main result: the endogenous ocsillation

between rules and standards over time. Section 5 discusses actual doctrinal

evolution consistent with the model and considers the model’s implications

and limitations. Section 6 concludes. Proofs of all the propositions are in

Appendix A.

2 . I N F O R M A L D E S C R I P T I O N O F D O C T R I N A L C H O I C E

Rules and standards do not exist in their pure form. Any given rule, no matter

how absolute it appears, is inevitably ambiguous around the edges (Hart 1961;

Schauer 2005). A subsequent court may avoid the rule by declaring that the rule

does not apply to the new situation, or that the pending case falls within an

exception. Conversely, when applying a standard, courts do not have unlimited

freedom to decide a case. At a minimum, the facts and outcome of the case in
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which a standard is articulated constrain how it is applied in the future. If, for

example, the Supreme Court determines that a constitutional violation exists

after balancing a particular set of facts, a later court has little discretion to reach

a different outcome in a subsequent case presenting identical facts, even when

the precedent is phrased as an open-ended standard. Rules and standards, then,

do not represent a rigid dichotomy, but rather the endpoints on a continuum

(Sullivan 1992).

Where the Court’s directive falls on the continuum between rules and stand-

ards matters because lower court judges care about following legal norms. Kim

(2007). The proposition that judges follow legal precedent established by

a higher court, as well as pursuing their preferred policy, is increasingly ac-

cepted as a theoretical matter (Cross et al. 2012; Lax 2012. forthcoming;

Friedman 2006), and consistent with empirical evidence (e.g. Gruhl 1980;

Songer & Sheehan 1990; Westerland et al. 2010; Benesh & Reddick 2002).

Because lower court judges follow legal precedent, the choice of doctrinal

form affects how costly it is to incorporate new information.12 Rules specify in

advance the factors relevant to determining the outcome of a case (Shavell 2007;

Sunstein 1995; Kaplow 1992), thereby narrowing the range of permissible con-

siderations and constraining the exercise of discretion (Sullivan (1992, 64)).

A lower court judge who wishes to take account of a new factor will have

to expend effort devising a plausible justification for avoiding the rule or creat-

ing an exception. In addition, by doing so a judge may violate her internal

norms of role performance and risk incurring reputational costs in the form of

professional or even public criticism, or undermining the legitimacy of the

judiciary as a whole.

Standards, in contrast, allow the decision-maker to take account of all rele-

vant circumstances, even those not identified ex ante, affording greater freedom

in determining the outcome ex post (Sullivan 1992, 59; Kaplow 1992; Sunstein

1995). The judge who considers additional factors when applying a standard is

unlikely to be viewed as violating legal norms and, therefore, faces much lower

costs of doing so.13

From the Supreme Court’s perspective, the more rule-like the doctrine, the

more likely it is that the lower courts will follow the directive, considering only

12 Our focus here is on the costs of incorporating new information into the decision calculus, not the

costs of decisionmaking generally. Decision costs may well be higher under a standard that requires

nuanced consideration of multiple factors as compared with a categorical rule that turns on the

presence or absence of a single fact. However, the marginal cost of incorporating a new factor—one

not previously identified as relevant by the higher court precedent—will be much higher under a

rule than a standard.

13 For a full discussion of the relationship between discretion and compliance with legal norms, see

Kim (2007).
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the facts identified by the Supreme Court as relevant. However, the Supreme

Court has limited knowledge about the great variety of factual situations in

which the rule might become applicable and knows that it cannot anticipate all

of these circumstances. In some future cases, a new factor may arise that the

Court would prefer to be taken into account. If the Court has articulated a

rule-like command, the cost of incorporating new information is greater, and

therefore the lower court is less likely to take it into account. The result is the

oft-noted problem of the under- and over-inclusiveness of rules. On the other

hand, if the Supreme Court issues a more standard-like command, the lower

court will have greater leeway to incorporate not only new information that the

Supreme Court would agree is relevant, but also factors that the Court would

not want considered.

Because the Supreme Court cannot know in advance what new factors will

arise in subsequent cases, it faces a tradeoff in choosing between rules and

standards.14 A more rule-like command prevents the incorporation of new

information by the lower court when the Supreme Court would want that

information to affect the outcome. But rules have an upside too: they prevent

the incorporation of information in those cases where the Supreme Court

would deem the new information irrelevant.

A concrete example illustrates these points. Suppose that the Supreme Court

must decide under what conditions a confession obtained from a criminal

suspect is involuntary, such that it would be inadmissible in a subsequent

criminal trial. The Court has a range of options for articulating how the ad-

missibility of confessions should be determined in future cases:

. Announce a “pure” standard: state that the admissibility of a confession

depends upon its “voluntariness” in light of all the surrounding

circumstances.

. Announce a balancing test: state that factors suggesting coercion (such as

the length of the interrogation and the age of the suspect) should be

balanced against other factors indicating voluntariness (such as the lack

of physical coercion and the provision of information regarding constitu-

tional rights). How these factors balance out will determine whether an

incriminating statement should be admitted.

. Announce a presumption: state that if a confession was obtained while the

suspect was in police custody, it is presumptively inadmissible unless the

14 For a paper making this same point informally in the context of the judicial hierarchy, see Heytens

(2008). Shavell (2007) describes the tradeoff between permitting adjudicators discretion to consider

variables not included in a rule and avoiding discretionary deviations. Staton & Vanberg (2008)

argue that judges face tradeoffs in their relationships with other policymaking branches when

deciding how vague or specific to make an opinion.
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prosecution can establish circumstances showing that the statement was

voluntarily given.

. Announce a “pure” rule: state that a confession obtained through inter-

rogation while the suspect was in police custody is not admissible unless

the police gave a specific warning informing the suspect of his constitu-

tional rights before questioning began.

These options are points on a continuum. Depending upon how detailed and

determinate the instructions given by the Supreme Court, the established doc-

trine could fall at one of these points or elsewhere along the spectrum between a

rule and a standard.

Now suppose that the lower court must decide a subsequent case in light of

the doctrine laid out by the Supreme Court, and that it includes a circumstance

not considered in the precedential case. For example, suppose the precedential

case involved interrogation of a suspect while in isolation at a police station.

The new case involves a confession elicited by police questioning of a suspect by

the side of a road after his vehicle was stopped for a traffic violation. The lower

court believes that the new circumstance—the fact that the questioning

occurred in a public place—should be taken into account in deciding the vol-

untariness of the confession.

The lower court’s willingness to do so, however, will depend upon the form

of the legal doctrine set out in the relevant precedent. More specifically, if the

Supreme Court has articulated an open-ended standard, the lower court can

take into account the new setting quite easily, at very low cost. If, on the other

hand, the Supreme Court has articulated a rule, the lower court will feel more

constrained. It may still take the new setting into account in reaching its con-

clusion, but will find it more costly to do so. Avoiding the outcome suggested by

the precedential case will require it to make a reasoned argument that ques-

tioning a suspect by the side of a public road is not “police custody,” that the

concerns regarding coercion that motivated the rule are not present in that

context and that, therefore, no explicit warning is required to render the con-

fession voluntary.

Of course, the Supreme Court did not consider the admissibility of

confessions obtained outside the police station in the earlier case. Once

the new issue is raised, the Court may agree with the lower court that

the public setting should make a difference in the outcome. Knowing that

such situations may arise, the Court may want to insure that such an unantici-

pated, relevant factor is taken into account by formulating the doctrine as a

standard. Yet, by doing so, the Court also makes it easier for the lower court

to take into account another unanticipated factor, one that it would regard

as irrelevant.
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For example, a lower court may wish to admit statements made by a suspect

while in custody, but not in response to specific questioning by the police. The

Supreme Court, however, may view the fact that no specific questions were

posed as irrelevant to determining the voluntariness of the confession. If the

relevant doctrine is framed as a standard, the lower court will face little cost in

incorporating this new factor to avoid the requirement of a prior warning.

Thus, the Supreme Court’s choice of doctrine—how rule-like to make the

legal directive—depends upon how it trades off losses when the lower court fails

to incorporate relevant information against losses when the lower court incorp-

orates irrelevant information (from the Supreme Court’s perspective).

Having this informal description in hand, we now build the one-period

model. In the formal model that follows, we necessarily make several simplify-

ing assumptions. First we put aside the complications of collegial decisionmak-

ing and treat the Supreme Court as a unitary actor. In our model, the Justices do

not have independent preferences over doctrinal form; rather, they choose

doctrine to produce the most “correct” outcomes in the future. We assume

that any intra-court debate over the best outcomes can be captured with a single

parameter—e.g. the preference of the median Justice—as is commonly assumed

in studies of the judicial hierarchy (e.g. McNollgast 1995; Westerland et al.

2010; Bueno de Mesquita 2002).

Similarly, in order to explore the possibility of strategic interactions over

time, we simplify the multi-tiered structure of the judicial hierarchy by focusing

on a generic lower court tasked with applying Supreme Court precedent. For

ease of exposition, we build the model assuming a single lower court, and

consider later the complications created by multiple lower courts. Following

the description of the one-period model, we turn to the repeated model.

3 . D O C T R I N A L C H O I C E : T H E O N E - P E R I O D M O D E L

When deciding a precedential case, the Supreme Court does two things—it

determines the outcome (which party prevails) and it chooses the form of

the doctrine. Focusing on the second aspect, the Court’s choice can be forma-

lized as the selection of a doctrinal form, �, between 0 and 1, which indicates

the looseness of the legal directive. If �¼ 0, the Supreme Court articulates a

pure rule. If �¼ 1 , the Supreme Court sets a pure standard. As noted above,

doctrinal form exists on a continuum, and so the Court may select � between

0 and 1.

After the Supreme Court announces the doctrine, subsequent cases arise that

involve a new, unanticipated factor that the lower court believes should alter

the outcome. The new unanticipated factor will fall into one of two categories.
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With probability (1� p), the Supreme Court agrees that the new factor is

relevant to the decision and should change the outcome. Stated differently,

both courts would agree that excluding the new information by strict applica-

tion of the precedent would produce an incorrect outcome due to the prece-

dent’s over- or under-inclusiveness. With probability p, the courts disagree: the

Supreme Court believes the new factor is not relevant, whereas the lower court

believes it should be incorporated in order to reach the correct outcome.15

These probabilities thus capture the extent of the preference conflict between

the courts. With probability p , the courts have divergent preferences. With

probability 1� p, the courts have shared preferences with regard to the new

factor.

3.1. The Lower Court

When the lower court encounters cases involving a new factor it deems relevant

and not anticipated by existing precedent, it must decide whether to reach a

different outcome in those cases than called for by strict application of the

precedent. The greater the proportion of cases in which it takes account of

the new information and reaches a different outcome, the greater the benefit

to the lower court. At the same time, the lower court’s cost of incorporating

new information will depend on the doctrinal form. More standard-like pre-

cedent makes it easier to incorporate new information; more rule-like directives

make it more costly to do so.

In addition, the lower court could spend effort deciphering what the

Supreme Court itself would prefer done, if it were aware of the new factor.

Notably, even if the lower court tries to do this, it might make a mistake,

erroneously believing that the Supreme Court would consider the new factor

relevant when it does not.

In the one-period model, the lower court’s effort choice is simple. Because

we assume that the Supreme Court cannot respond to the lower court’s decision

by reversing the case or, since it is a one period model, revising the precedent,

15 Note that the model leaves aside two other possible situations. First, the Supreme Court and lower

court might both prefer not to incorporate the new information. Because they agree the new

information is irrelevant, and neither a rule nor a standard would call for its consideration, the

situation is unimportant for choosing a doctrinal form. In the second possible scenario, if the

Supreme Court knew about the new factor, it would incorporate it, but the lower court prefers

not to consider it. The Supreme Court cannot identify and specify the factor in advance, and the

lower court will never exercise its discretion to take it into account. Because in this situation, the

choice of a doctrinal form will not give the Supreme Court any additional leverage over the lower

court’s choices, the possibility that this situation may arise will not affect the Supreme Court’s

doctrinal choice and is omitted from the model. We do, however, consider the possibility that

the lower court fails to incorporate information the Supreme Court considers relevant because of

the constraints of doctrine. See Section 3.2.
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the lower court has no incentive to attempt to discern the Supreme Court’s

preferences. Instead, the extent to which it incorporates new information will

turn solely on the doctrinal form chosen by the Supreme Court. As we will

explore in the next section, in the repeated game the Supreme Court can

respond to the lower court’s choices, and so the lower court’s decision to

expend effort or not, and the possibility of mistake, become important.

Because we focus on the situation where the lower court believes the new

factor is relevant, in the one-period model it decides the proportion of the cases

(r) in which the new factor affects the outcome. It makes this choice to maxi-

mize its payoff, defined as

BðrÞ � Cðr; �Þ

The benefit to the lower court increases as the proportion of cases in which

the new factor is incorporated increases (Br> 0), but at a decreasing rate

(Brr< 0). The cost increases as the lower court incorporates information in

more cases (Cr> 0) and does so at an increasing rate (Crr> 0).16 In addition,

as the looseness of the legal command increases, the marginal cost of incorpor-

ating new information decreases (Cr�< 0). In the event the Supreme Court

issues a pure standard, there is no cost to incorporating new information

(C(r ; 1)¼ 0)) and the lower court will take the new factor into account in

every case, even where the factor is not highly compelling.

At the interior solution, maximization by the lower court results in the

following first order condition

Br ¼ Cr

Solving yields an optimal fraction of cases (r*(�)) in which the lower court will

consider the new factor. Focusing on the interior solution, 0< r*(�)< 1, an

intuitive comparative static can be derived, namely

@r�

@�
¼

Cr�

Brr � Crr

> 0

In words, as the legal command becomes looser—less rule-like—the lower

court incorporates the new factor in a larger proportion of the cases.

16 In other words, deviations from established precedent become more costly as they become more

frequent and, therefore, more visible to the upper court and to the public. Because we are focusing

on upper-lower court interactions, we ignore the possibility that the existence of prior deviations by

the same court might make subsequent deviations easier by creating horizontal precedent justifying

the deviation (Westerland et al. 2010). In any case, horizontal precedent is only likely to become

influential over multiple periods and if the Supreme Court does not intervene.
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3.2. The Supreme Court

In deciding the form of the legal command, the Supreme Court anticipates the

reaction of the lower court. When deciding subsequent cases, the lower court

could deviate from the Supreme Court’s preferred outcome in two directions.

First, the lower court and Supreme Court (if it had considered the issue) might

agree that an unanticipated new factor is relevant (a situation that arises with

probability 1� p). Yet, despite this agreement the lower court fails to allow

the new factor to play a role in the resolution of some proportion of the cases.

The lower court does so because the form of the legal directive constrains

its decision. In other words, strict application of precedent is over- or

under-inclusive. Denote the weight on this type of loss by L.

On the other hand, the lower court might have a differing view of the rele-

vance of the new factor (which occurs with probability p) and might incorp-

orate in some cases when the Supreme Court would deem it irrelevant. Taking

the new factor into account makes the law less predictable without improving

the outcome, leading to the wrong result in the eyes of the Supreme Court.

Denote the weight on this type of loss by E.

The Supreme Court understands that the proportion of cases where

the presence of the new factor will alter the outcome reached by the lower

court depends on the doctrinal form. Given this information, the Supreme

Court sets � to maximize its expected payoff. Formally, the Supreme Court

maximizes

�sc ¼ �pEðrð�ÞÞ2 � ð1� pÞLð1� rð�ÞÞ2

The terms in the payoff function are squared because the Supreme Court’s loss

from either type of error increases at an increasing rate. In other words, the first

few cases where the lower court’s decision diverges from the Supreme Court’s

preferences are less costly to the Court than subsequent cases. This functional

form can be justified by assuming that the Supreme Court’s payoff decreases

more sharply the more the overall pattern of outcomes differs from what it

believes to be correct.

Given this payoff function, the Supreme Court faces a tradeoff in selecting

doctrinal form. If it makes the command more standard-like (�! 1), the lower

court responds by incorporating new information in a larger proportion of

cases. If, ex post, the Supreme Court does not believe the new factor should

be relevant, it suffers a loss from the undesirable incorporation in these cases.

On the other hand, if the Supreme Court makes the legal command more

rule-like (�! 0), the doctrine constrains, meaning the lower court incorpor-

ates new information in a smaller fraction of cases. As a result, the lower court

declines to incorporate new information even when, ex post, the Supreme Court
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thinks the factor should be relevant to the outcome. Accordingly, a rule-like

doctrine can also lead to losses for the Supreme Court.

In the one-period problem, the Supreme Court picks the form of the doctrine

to balance the two competing effects. The first proposition establishes the

relationship between the optimal form of doctrine (�*) and the parameters

of the model.

Proposition 1

(A) The greater the probability of divergent preferences between the courts, the stricter,

or more rule-like, the legal directive issued by the Supreme Court will be (formally, �* is

a (weakly) decreasing function of p).

(B) The greater the weight the Supreme Court places on the loss from over- and

under-inclusiveness, the looser, or more standard-like, the legal directive (that is, �* is a

(weakly) increasing function of L).

(C) The greater the weight the Supreme Court places on the loss from undesirable

incorporation of new factors, the stricter, or more rule-like, the legal directive (that is, �*

is a (weakly) decreasing function E).

Proposition (1) captures the core insights of the rules and standards litera-

ture. In areas of law where lower courts have preferences that diverge widely

from the Supreme Court’s (i.e. p is large), the Court will likely resort to more

rule-like commands. In areas of law where the situation on the ground is rapidly

changing, unanticipated information is more likely to be relevant, and therefore

the weight placed on losses from an over- or under-inclusive doctrine (L) is

likely to be large. As a result, more standard-like commands should be attractive

to the Supreme Court. And in areas where the Supreme Court considers pre-

dictability to be particularly important, it will view the incorporation of a new,

but irrelevant factor as particularly costly (i.e. E is large). Thus, it will resort

to more rule-like doctrines.

What remains unexamined is doctrinal evolution: movements between

rule-like and standard-like commands over time. Legal doctrine often displays

these sorts of movements. These changes could be explained by external shocks,

such as a change in the composition and hence, the preferences, of the Supreme

Court. We are interested, however, in how such movements might arise en-

dogenously, which requires a dynamic model. Before considering the repeated

game, we first consider the payoffs in the one-period model and the possibility

for inter-court cooperation.

3.3. Payoffs in the One-Period Model and The Possibility of Cooperation

Given the optimal choice of doctrinal form, the Supreme Court’s expected

payoff in the one-period model is

��SC ¼ �pEðr�ð��ÞÞ2 � ð1� pÞLð1� r�ð��ÞÞ2
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The lower court’s expected payoff is

��lc ¼ Bðrð��ÞÞ � Cðrð��Þ;��Þ

Now imagine the courts anticipate the following “deal”. The Supreme Court

issues a pure standard (�¼ 1), granting the lower court maximum discretion to

decide whether or not to incorporate a new factor. The lower court agrees to use

that discretion as the Supreme Court would prefer: to incorporate the new

factor only in cases the Supreme Court would agree that the factor is relevant.

The Supreme Court is better off under such an arrangement because it min-

imizes its losses due to the over- or under-inclusiveness of a rule, while also

avoiding losses from the incorporation of irrelevant information. And because

the lower court sometimes agrees with the Supreme Court that the new infor-

mation is relevant, it may be better off cooperating, rather than having its

decisions tightly constrained by doctrine.

In order to cooperate in this way, the lower court must discern the Supreme

Court’s preferences regarding the new factor. For example, it could examine the

text of judicial opinions, including non-binding concurrences and dissents, or

consider other writings by the Justices and attempt to effectuate the broad

policy goals expressed by the Court.

Even if the lower court tries to cooperate, however, it might not accurately

predict the Supreme Court’s preferences. It is hardly a simple matter to discern

the preferences of another actor regarding situations that actor has never pre-

viously encountered, and so the lower court faces a probability of � that it

will make a mistake. In this model, a mistake occurs when the lower court

believes the Supreme Court would consider the new factor relevant when,

in fact, it does not.17

The lower court cooperates by incorporating the new factor in all cases where

it perceives the Supreme Court would want the factor considered. The lower

court perceives agreement when it correctly recognizes that the Supreme Court

agrees and when it mistakenly believes so, even though the two courts actually

disagree. The lower court’s expected payoff from cooperation is

�coop
lc ¼ p�Bð1Þ þ ð1� pÞBð1Þ

17 We do not include in the model the possibility of mistakes in the other direction—i.e. the situation

in which the lower court mistakenly thinks the Supreme Court would disagree with it and not want

the new factor incorporated when in fact it would. Work in cognitive psychology demonstrates that

decision-makers are often affected by confirmation bias—the tendency to assume that others agree

with their beliefs (Nickerson 1998). If confirmation biases are operating, lower courts are far more

likely to mistakenly believe that the Supreme Court agrees with them than to believe that the

Supreme Court does not agree with them.
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Given the risk of mistake (�) in circumstances in which the Supreme Court

prefers no incorporation (p), the Supreme Court’s expected payoff from this

deal is

�
coop
SC ¼ �p�E

Of course, in the one-period model such a deal is impossible. If given doc-

trinal flexibility, the lower court will incorporate new information in all the

cases it wants to, including ones where it perceives the Supreme Court will

disagree. And knowing this, the Supreme Court would not grant complete

discretion.

Repeated interactions, however, create the possibility that the payoffs from

cooperation might be realized. In particular, assume that �lc
coop>�lc* and

�sc
coop>�sc*: the courts prefer to cooperate if possible.

4 . R E P E A T E D G A M E M O D E L

Suppose now that the one-period game repeats an infinite number of times.

When deciding a precedential case, the Supreme Court decides the outcome

and selects the doctrinal form in which to express the legal principle. The lower

court applies the precedent in a number of subsequent cases involving a new,

unanticipated factor and decides whether to change the outcome based on

the new factor. Both courts observe the outcomes across the group of

cases and the payoff to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court then decides

whether to keep the form of the doctrine or to change it. In the next period,

the lower court confronts another new factor and applies the established or

revised precedent. Outcomes and payoffs are observed. The Supreme Court

again decides whether to respond, and so on. The courts share a common

discount factor �.

Notably, in this model, the Supreme Court does not review and reverse the

outcome in any individual case. Instead, its power resides in its ability to change

the doctrinal form, making it more or less constraining going forward. Of

course, in reality, the Court does so by hearing and deciding a specific case.

It might, however, change the form of a doctrine—making it more rule-like or

more standard-like—without necessarily reversing the decision below. Because

we are primarily interested in the Court’s power over doctrine rather than its

reversal power, we ignore for now the process of selecting individual cases for

review.

In one equilibrium of the repeated game, the Supreme Court issues a pure

standard in the initial phase—the trust phase—anticipating the benefits of
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cooperation.18 As seen above, if the lower court incorporates in all cases where it

perceives agreement, its expected payoff is

�coop
lc ¼ p�Bð1Þ þ ð1� pÞBð1Þ

Alternatively, the lower court might act non-cooperatively. The lower court

acts non-cooperatively when it flips the outcome in all cases where it believes

the new factor is relevant to the outcome, no matter whether it believes the

Supreme Court would agree or not. Non-cooperation does not necessarily

mean that a lower court judge is acting in a deliberately ideological or defiant

manner. It might also occur when a judge makes little effort to overcome quick,

intuitive judgments (Guthrie et al. 2007). The lower court’s expected payoff

from acting non-cooperatively is

�no-coop
lc ¼ Bð1Þ

After the lower court chooses the proportion of cases to flip the outcome, the

Supreme Court observes the case outcomes in that period. Both courts also

learn whether the Supreme Court agreed or disagreed about the relevance of the

factor; that is whether the Supreme Court suffered a loss from the lower court’s

resolution of the cases is a public signal. If the Supreme Court agrees with

the lower court’s conclusions about the new factor, it suffers no loss. If their

preferences differ, but the lower court fully cooperated and made no mistakes,

its decisions would again coincide with what the Supreme Court prefers. It

might turn out, however, that the lower court has incorporated a new factor

that the Supreme Court deems irrelevant.

At this point, the Supreme Court suffers loss because of the erroneously

decided cases, but it cannot readily determine the cause. One possibility is

that the lower court cooperated—that is, it tried to discern the Supreme

Court’s preferred outcome—but made a mistake. Another possibility is that

the lower court did not even try to anticipate the Supreme Court’s preferences,

but simply incorporated the new factor in all the cases where it thought it

relevant. Because the Supreme Court cannot directly observe the payoff to

the lower court, it faces a non-trivial signal extraction problem—it cannot

know whether the lower court failed to cooperate or made a mistake in assessing

the Supreme Court’s preferences.19

18 As in many repeated game models, this one has multiple equilibria, including one where the

one-period strategies are repeated every period. It also requires that the discount factor be suffi-

ciently high.

19 In this way, the model is in the same spirit as Green & Porter (1984) and Tirole (1988, 263–265).
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Unable to distinguish these two situations, the Supreme Court attempts to

deter non-cooperation by issuing more constraining, rule-like doctrine follow-

ing any loss. This doctrinal directive corresponds to the optimal legal form in

the one-period equilibrium, �*. In this second phase, the constraint phase, the

lower court chooses the proportion of cases incorporating new information

based on �*, r(�*). The restrictive doctrinal form limits the Supreme Court’s

losses from non-cooperative behavior by the lower court. Yet, the restrictive

doctrinal form also dampens lower court incorporation when the Supreme

Court would agree the new factor is relevant. Thus, the Court suffers losses

under the more constraining standard, and after a period of time, t, reverts back

to a standard.

More formally, this interaction can be captured as follows: the Supreme

Court enunciates a standard and the lower court chooses whether to incorpor-

ate or not when it perceives disagreement. Let V+ be the expected value of the

stream of payoffs to the lower court when it cooperates (i.e. only incorporates in

cases when it perceives inter-court agreement).

Vþ ¼ �coop
lc þ ð1� pÞ�Vþ þ pð1� �Þ�Vþ þ p��V�

which reduces to

Vþ ¼ �coop
lc þ ð1� p�Þ�Vþ þ p��V� ð1Þ

This equation captures the immediate payoff to the lower court from cooperat-

ing plus the probabilities that the trust phase will continue in the future or be

terminated by the imposition of a constraint phase following the mistaken

application of precedent.

In this equation, V� is the expected value of the stream of payoffs to

the lower court in the constraint phase, assuming that that phase lasts for t

periods:

V� ¼ ��lc þ ��
�
lc þ . . . �t�1��lc þ �

t Vþ ¼ ��lc
Xt�1

i¼0

�i þ �t Vþ

Plugging V� into the definition of V + yields

Vþ ¼ �coop
lc þ ð1� p�Þ�Vþ þ p�� ��lc

Xt�1

i¼0

�i þ �t Vþ

" #

In the trust phase, the lower court might choose not to cooperate. If it does

so, it gains the immediate benefit of non-cooperation in the initial period

(�lc
no-coop) and continued payoffs from cooperation (V +) if the Supreme

Court happens to agree with it (a situation that occurs with probability

1� p). At the same time, the lower court risks a lower stream of payouts if
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the Supreme Court disagrees and imposes a constraining doctrine (a situation

that occurs with probability p). In order for the strategies described above to

constitute a sub-game perfect equilibrium, the lower court must be better off

cooperating, even with the risk of mistake than not cooperating in the trust

phase. This condition can be stated formally as

Vþ � �no-coop
lc þ �ð1� pÞVþ þ �pV�

On the left hand side of the equation above, plug in for V+ from Equation (1).

Then, after some manipulation, observe that it is in the lower court’s interest to

cooperate whenever

pð1� �Þ�½Vþ � V�� � �no-coop
lc � �coop

lc

or

�½Vþ � V�� � Bð1Þ ð2Þ

Equation (2) expresses the basic tradeoff in the repeated model for the lower

court. Not cooperating in the trust phase gives the lower court a gain of B(1)

if the courts disagree and the lower court would not have made a mistake

in inferring the Supreme Court’s intent. Cooperating, by contrast, means

that the lower court preserves the boost in the future stream of payoffs

associated with avoiding imposition of the constraint phase.20 The inequality

ensures that the one-time, short-term gain from not cooperating is not worth

the long-term cost when the Supreme Court responds by imposing greater

constraints.

Finally, in equilibrium, the lower court’s discounted stream of payoffs in the

repeated game is

Vþ ¼

�coop
lc þ �p���lc

Pt�1

i¼0

�i

1� ð1� p�Þ�� p���t

Lemma (1) in Appendix A shows that this payoff is strictly decreasing in the

length of the doctrinal constraint phase, t.

20 For ease of exposition, we framed the lower court’s decision to cooperate as occurring before it

realized whether it perceived inter-court agreement or not. This framing is without loss of generality.

Equation (2) guarantees that, once the lower court perceives disagreement, it is better off not

incorporating in any of the cases (resulting in a payoff of �V+) rather than deviating, i.e. incorpor-

ating the new factor in all the cases and triggering the constraint phase for sure (resulting in a payoff

of B(1) +� V�).
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Turning to the Supreme Court, let W + be its discounted stream of payoffs

in the trust phase if the lower court cooperates and W� be its discounted stream

in the constraint phase. We have

Wþ ¼ �coop
sc þ ð1� p�Þ�Wþ þ p��W�

and W� ¼ ��sc

Pt�1
i¼0 �

i þ �t Wþ

Solving for W + results in

Wþ ¼

�coop
sc þ ����sc

Pt�1

i¼0

�i

1� ð1� p�Þ�� p���t

As with the lower court, the payoff to the Supreme Court is strictly decreasing

in the number of periods of more constraining doctrine.21

The next proposition establishes an equilibrium of the repeated game.

Proposition 2

Set the length of the period of constraining doctrine, t , which is sufficiently long such that

Equation (2) holds. Under this condition, there exists a subgame perfect equilibrium of

the repeated game where legal doctrine ocsillates between standards and more rule-like

commands.

This proposition immediately leads to the question about the “optimal”

length of time the Supreme Court should stick with more rule-like constraining

doctrine.22 Since the payoffs to both courts decrease in t , the constraint phase

that maximizes W + and V + is the shortest possible constraint phase where

Equation (2) just holds.23 Equation (2) depends on the probability of preference

difference between the courts, as stated in the next proposition.

Proposition 3

Consider any equilibrium of the form described in Proposition (2): the length of the con-

straint phase that maximizes the joint welfare of the courts increases (weakly) as the

probability of preference conflict between the courts (p) increases.

21 This result immediately follows by the same logic as in Lemma (1).

22 There remains a question of “renegotiation-proofness” in this model. We leave this issue for future

work dealing with the dynamic interactions between courts.

23 The equilibrium involves the Supreme Court moving to constraining doctrine even though it

realizes that the lower court was mistaken—and not uncooperative—in the trust phase. A similiar

problem arises in the original paper by Green & Porter (1984). A way to address this issue is to set the

constraint phase just long enough so that Equation (2) holds with equality (possibly by randomizing

between two end dates for the constraint period). Given this equality, the lower court is indifferent

between incorporating and not when it perceives disagreement and, as a result, can randomize. If it

does so, the Supreme Court will not know for sure whether the lower court was mistaken or not

when it observes a loss during the trust phase.
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5 . L E G A L D O C T R I N E I N T H E J U D I C I A L H I E R A R C H Y

5.1. An Example of Doctrinal Evolution

The model suggests that doctrine may sometimes oscillate between standards

and more rule-like doctrine back to standards again. This type of oscillation in

doctrinal form is illustrated by the Supreme Court’s recent cases interpreting

the Sixth Amendment’s Confrontation Clause. These cases raise the question

whether the testimony of a witness who is not available for cross-examination

at trial may constitutionally be used by the prosecution in a criminal trial.

In 1980, the Supreme Court in Ohio v. Roberts24 summed up the general ap-

proach it had been taking in these cases: when a witness is not available for

cross-examination at trial, his statement is admissible “only if it bears adequate

‘indicia of reliability’ ”.25 This interpretation of the Confrontation Clause was

clearly framed as a standard. The test afforded judges a great deal of discretion

in determining the reliability of proffered testimony, and left them free to

consider any of a number of factors that they might consider relevant to that

inquiry.

In 2004, in Crawford v. Washington,26 the Court repudiated its earlier ap-

proach and replaced it with something much closer to a rule. Specifically, the

Court held that when it comes to “testimonial evidence,” prior statements

cannot be admitted at a criminal trial unless the witness is unavailable and

the defendant had a prior opportunity to cross-examine the witness. As the

Court put it, “the only indicium of reliability sufficient to satisfy constitutional

demands is . . . confrontation”.27 Thus, at least as to testimonial evidence, the

Court’s new test removed the discretion of judges to inquire into the reliability

of out-of-court statements.

The model suggests that the Supreme Court moved from the standard articu-

lated in Roberts to the far more constraining Crawford rule, because it observed

the lower courts applying the standard in ways it disagreed with, incorporating

factors it believed irrelevant. Although the Supreme Court stated that it had “no

doubt that the courts below were acting in utmost good faith” when assessing

reliability, it explained that it was changing the doctrine because the prior

standard left “too much discretion in judicial hands”.28 In the view of the

24 448 U.S. 56 (1980).

25 Id. at 66.

26 541 U.S. 36 (2004).

27 Id. at 69.

28 Id. at 67.
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Court, the standard was “amorphous”, “unpredictable”, and “manipulable”,29

allowing “countless factors” to bear on the question of whether a statement was

reliable. The Court reviewed dozens of lower court decisions to demonstrate

how different courts treated the same factor in opposite ways, or relied on

erroneous factors in deciding whether a statement was reliable.30

The rule enunciated in Crawford was clearly intended to constrain lower

courts, restricting their discretion to admit prior testimony that had not been

tested by cross-examination. However, the model suggests that imposition of a

rule will be costly because it will constrain lower courts from considering new

information, even when the Supreme Court would agree that it is relevant.

Thus, seven years after Crawford, the Supreme Court in Michigan v. Bryant 31

decided another Confrontation Clause case that significantly moved the rele-

vant test back in the direction of a more open-ended standard. While nominally

accepting the framework established in Crawford, the Court in Bryant greatly

expanded the discretion of judges to determine whether the prior statement

of an unavailable witness could be admitted at a criminal trial. It did so

by creating an open-ended standard for determining whether a statement was

“testimonial evidence” subject to the requirement of cross-examination or

“non-testimonial” and therefore outside the concerns of the Confrontation

Clause. According to the majority, this inquiry turned on the “primary pur-

pose” for which a statement had been taken, which courts should determine by

“look[ing] to all of the relevant circumstances”.32 The dissenters in Bryant

criticized the majority for moving back toward “open-ended” and “amorph-

ous” inquiries into the “totality of the circumstances bearing upon reliability”.33

Rejecting their criticisms that the new standard was unworkable, the majority

asserted that “we . . . are unwilling to sacrifice accuracy for simplicity”.34

The recent evolution of doctrine in the Confrontation Clause cases thus

appears to fit the model well. Of course, there were significant changes in the

membership of the Court between 2004 and 2011, but changing preferences

alone do not offer a persuasive explanation for the doctrinal shifts. The

Crawford court’s move to overturn Roberts, did not follow any significant ideo-

logical shift, but came after the Court’s membership had been stable for ten

years. On the other hand, although Bryant’s move back toward a standard

29 Id. at 63, 68.

30 Id. at 63–65.

31 131 S. Ct. 1143 (2011).

32 Id. at 1162.

33 Id. at 1175 (Scalia, dissenting).

34 Id. at 1162.
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occurred after significant changes in the Court’s membership, the Court’s over-

all ideological composition did not shift dramatically.35 In any case, with Scalia

and Ginsberg in dissent, and Roberts and Alito joining Sotomayor’s majority

opinion, the votes in Bryant did not fall along traditional ideological lines.

Interestingly, the two centrist judges—Kennedy and Breyer—joined the major-

ity in both Crawford and Bryant. Thus, a traditional policy preference story

cannot easily explain the shift from standard to rule back to standard in the

Confrontation Clause cases.

5.2. Implications and Extensions

As discussed above, the one-period model formally captures many of the in-

sights of the rules and standards literature—particularly, the tradeoffs entailed

in the choice between rules and standards and the effect of preference differ-

ences between the courts. The repeated game model offers additional insights

into how doctrinal choice is shaped by upper and lower court interactions.

It suggests that when courts interact repeatedly over time, lower courts will

be motivated to follow Supreme Court precedent in order to preserve their

discretion in the future. Notice that the lower court complies in this model not

out of fear of reversal, but rather because it values doctrinal flexibility—the

ability to easily incorporate new information about unanticipated factors in

future cases. The lower court sometimes makes mistakes, however, in applying

the standard. Mistakes lower the payoff for the Supreme Court and induce it to

move to a more constraining rule. Rules are costly as well, because of their over-

and under-inclusiveness and so the Supreme Court may decide to give greater

discretion again to the lower court.

Note that our model is not inconsistent with the explanation that changed

judicial preferences may sometimes produce doctrinal shifts. But such exogen-

ous preference changes are not necessary to explain doctrinal evolution—shifts

between rules and standards can result endogenously from the interaction be-

tween upper and lower courts with unchanging preferences.

Judicial preferences do play an important role in our model, albeit a different

one from most models of the judicial hierarchy. A greater divergence between

the upper and lower court’s views increases the risk of mistake and the incentive

35 Although four new justices joined the Court between the Crawford and Bryant decisions, these

changes in membership did not dramatically shift the ideological balance of the Court. For the

most part, the retiring justices were replaced by others with similar views. The most significant

change in terms of ideological balance was the appointment of Justice Alito to fill Justice O’Connor’s

seat. This change was far less consequential than might be expected, because it had the effect of

making Justice Kennedy the new median justice, resulting in a Court only moderately more con-

servative than before (Epstein et al. 2008, 657–658).
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for non-cooperation—i.e. to fail to even attempt to figure out how the Supreme

Court would want the doctrine applied to new circumstances. As a result,

greater preference difference increases the length of time doctrinal constraints

must be imposed following a mistake in order to provide greater deterrence.

Significantly, our model suggests that with repeated interactions, upper and

lower courts will have an incentive to cooperate, even when their preferences

diverge. Thus, standards, or at least more standard-like doctrine, may be

observed even when the Supreme Court and lower court do not share values.

Because it seeks to preserve its discretion in future cases, a lower court is

motivated to try to discern what the Supreme Court would want done even

when it has discretion (in the short run) to decide cases as it likes. Moreover,

different legal issues may present different tradeoffs for the Supreme Court,

depending upon the relative risks of loss from over- and under-inclusiveness

versus lack of predictability in each issue area. Thus, the model suggests that

the same Supreme Court facing the same lower court (i.e. given a constant p)

might choose more rule-like commands in one substantive area and more

standard-like doctrine in another.

The model developed here necessarily entailed some simplifying assump-

tions. For example, it focused on an equilibrium involving a pure standard

and cooperation between the courts; however, other equilibria may be possible.

The equilibrium discussed above entails a trust phase allowing the lower court

complete discretion, alternating with a constraint phase that is sufficiently long

to insure that the lower court has an incentive to try to discern the Supreme

Court’s preferences with respect to unanticipated factors when it is given dis-

cretion. Depending upon the parameters of the model, however, the required

length of the constraint phase might be very long, with each extra period of

constraining doctrine hurting the Supreme Court. As a result, the equilibrium

studied might not be the one that maximizes the Supreme Court’s long-run

payoff.

One could imagine an equilibrium where the Supreme Court announces

something more constraining than a pure standard in the trust phase. In

such a situation, the lower court might still have considerable discretion to

exercise; however, its payoff from not cooperating would fall because the

more constraining doctrine itself would make incorporating new factors in a

large number of cases more costly. Since the benefit from non-cooperation is

smaller, the Supreme Court would need to impose constraining doctrine for

fewer periods to maintain the lower court’s incentives to cooperate. Thus, al-

ternative equilibria might exist involving oscillation between standard-like (but

somewhat constraining) doctrine, and more rule-like constraints, but for

shorter periods of time.
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The model also assumes that the Supreme Court interacts with a single lower

court, although in fact there are multiple lower courts. In our model, the

Supreme Court observes deviations from its preferred pattern of outcomes

and can respond by imposing more constraining doctrine, thereby giving the

lower court an incentive to cooperate. If there are multiple lower courts, the

interaction becomes more complicated. Imagine, for example, that there are ten

lower courts instead of one, all applying the Supreme Court’s precedent to an

array of factual situations. The Supreme Court begins by setting a pure stand-

ard, which the lower courts then apply. In the next period, the Court might

observe one of the lower courts to have deviated from its preferred pattern of

outcomes. It could choose to impose a more constraining doctrine to incen-

tivize cooperation; however, in doing so, it would not only be “punishing” the

non-compliant lower court, but also imposing constraints on the other nine,

thereby incurring unncessary losses in future cases due to the rigidity of the rule.

In such a situation, the Supreme Court might decide to tolerate the deviation

rather than imposing constraints on all ten lower courts by revising the doc-

trine. Knowing this, another lower court may be tempted not to cooperate. If

enough of the lower courts fail to cooperate, however, the cost of allowing the

lower courts to exercise broad discretion will outweigh the costs of constraining

doctrine and the Supreme Court will once again find it worthwhile to impose a

more rule-like doctrine. The strategic lower court, then, must anticipate what

other lower courts will do and when its own non-cooperation will shift the costs

for the Supreme Court enough that it will impose constraints on all of the lower

courts. The existence of multiple lower courts does not necessarily eliminate the

possibility of cooperation between upper and lower courts, although it signifi-

cantly complicates formal modeling of their interaction.

Although we have focused here on the Supreme Court’s power to set prece-

dent, the model might usefully be extended by also taking into account the

Court’s reversal power. That is, the Court might be thought of as having two

tools to influence outcomes in the lower courts—its power to set precedent that

binds all lower courts and its power to correct error by reversing a particular

decision. When the Court uses its reversal power solely for purposes of error

correction, the form of the doctrine does not change significantly—the Court

simply signals to one deviating lower court that it has erred in applying the

doctrine.

Using the two tools of doctrinal choice and error correction in tandem might

give the Supreme Court more leverage over lower court decision-making when

confronted by multiple lower courts. So, for example, if a single lower court

deviates from the Supreme Court’s preferences, the possibility of an

error-correcting reversal may allow the Court to respond when changing the

doctrine in a way that constrains all lower courts would be too costly. These
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complications go beyond the formal model developed here, but suggest further

avenues for study.

6 . C O N C L U S I O N

Judicial politics scholars have focused attention on the importance of

inter-court interactions in shaping judicial decisionmaking, but have largely

neglected or discounted the role of legal doctrine. Other scholars have empha-

sized the choice between different doctrinal forms without taking account of the

dynamic interaction between upper and lower courts. Our model demonstrates

the advantages of taking account of both institutional structure and legal doc-

trine, and of doing so using a dynamic model of decisionmaking. It takes ser-

iously the role of doctrine in shaping the decisions of lower courts, while

simultaneously considering how repeated interactions between courts with di-

vergent preferences will influence their behavior.

The one-period model captures the basic intuitions of the rules and stand-

ards literature. Rules are more determinate, restraining discretion at the point

of application, but also risk producing errors of over- and under-inclusiveness.

Standards allow consideration of unanticipated factors that should affect out-

comes, but also fail to constrain undesirable exercises of discretion. Examined

in the context of the judicial hierarchy, these characeristics of rules and stand-

ards highlight the tradeoff facing the Supreme Court: it cannot simultaneously

minimize error costs by lower courts and maximize its control over their

decisionmaking. Thus, how determinate or not it makes a legal command

will depend upon how it weighs the relative costs and the degree of preference

divergence between it and the lower courts.

The dynamic model suggests additional insights. First, it explains how

changes in doctrinal form emerge endogenously from the interaction between

upper and lower courts. Even when there is no change in the courts’ relative

policy preferences, doctrine may move from a standard to a more rule-like

form, simply because of the difficulty confronting the Supreme Court in com-

municating its policies and the risk that lower courts will make mistakes in

applying the doctrine. Conversely, insisting on an inflexible command imposes

error costs because lower courts are constrained from considering relevant, new

information, and so the Supreme Court may swing back to a more open-ended

standard after a period of time. The degree of preference divergence between the

upper and lower court remains relevant, as it affects the duration of time con-

straining rules are likely to be imposed.

Significantly, the model suggests that with repeated interactions over time, a

Supreme Court and lower court with differing preferences may nevertheless
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have an incentive to cooperate. The Court may grant discretion to the lower

court as it shapes doctrine because it knows that it cannot anticipate all the

factual circumstances that will arise in the future. And the lower court has an

incentive to use that discretion in accordance with the Supreme Court’s pref-

erences despite the fact that the risk of reversal in any given case is exceedingly

low. Rather than resulting from out-sized fear of reversal, the willingness of

lower courts to follow precedent can be understood as a form of cooperation

with the Supreme Court. Compliance increases the likelihood of a payoff for

lower courts in the form of future doctrines that afford them greater discretion.

Non-compliance risks provoking the Supreme Court to impose constraining

rules.
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A p p e n d i x A

A . 1 . P R O O F O F P R O P O S I T I O N ( 1 )

r*(�) is the best response of the lower court as a function of the form of the

legal command. This best response is upward sloping in �; that is, @r
�

@� > 0. The

Supreme Court’s payoff, �sc, is only a function of � through its effect on the

best response. As a result, the Supreme Court, in effect, selects r, corresponding

to a value of � in order to maximize �sc. And so, this reduces to a simple deci-

sion problem, where we can apply the monotone comparative static results

(Milgrom & Shannon 1994; Ashworth & Bueno de Mesquita 2006). That re-

sult states that the choice variable is weakly increasing in the parameter if the

objective function satisfies the single crossing property. A sufficient condition

for this property to hold is that the cross partial of the objective function with

respect to the choice variable and the parameter is positive (Ashworth & Bueno

de Mesquita 2006, 219).

Proof of (A)

Following the technique outlined in Ashworth & Bueno de Mesquita (2006, 221), define

the parameter �¼�p. From above, a sufficient condition for �* to be a weakly increasing

function of � is that @�sc

@�@� � 0. Given the best response of the lower court, we know that

�sc ¼ �Er�ð�Þ2 � ð1þ �Þð1� r�ð�ÞÞ2L

So

@�sc

@�
¼ 2�r�ð�Þ

@r�

@�
E þ 2ð1þ �Þð1� r�ð�ÞÞL

@r�

@�

and

@�sc

@�@�
¼ 2r�ð�Þ

@r�

@�
E þ 2ð1� r�ð�ÞÞ

@r�

@�
L

which is positive. And so, �* is a weakly increasing function of �, which implies that

�* is a weakly decreasing function of p.
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Proof of (B)

We know that

@�sc

@�
¼ �p2r�ð�Þ

@r�

@�
E þ 2ð1� pÞð1� r�ð�ÞÞL

@r�

@�

So

@�sc

@�@L
¼ 2ð1� pÞð1� r�ð�Þ

@r�

@�

which is positive. And so, �* is a weakly increasing function of L.

Proof of (C)

Define the parameter �¼�E. A sufficient condition for �* to be a weakly increasing

function of � is that @�sc

@�@� � 0. We know that

@�sc

@�@�
¼ p2r�ð�Þ

@r�

@�

which is positive. �* being a weakly increasing function of � implies that it is a

weakly decreasing function of E. #

A . 2 P R O O F O F P R O P O S I T I O N ( 2 )

We claim that the following set of strategies constitutes a subgame perfect equilib-

rium of the repeated game.

A.2.1 The Supreme Court’s strategy

In the trust phase, the Supreme Court sets �¼ 1 if, in the previous period, it

realized a payoff of 0. The constraint phase starts if the Supreme Court observes

a loss in the prior period.

In the constraint phase, the Supreme Court sets �t¼�* for t periods if, in the

previous period, it realized a payoff less than 0. Define t as the smallest integer such

that Equation (2) holds.

At date 1 of the constraint phase, the Supreme Court sets �t¼�*.

At dates f2 . . . t� 1} of the constraint phase, the Supreme Court sets �t¼�* if,

in prior period, it realized a payoff of (i)�r(�*)2E or (ii)�(1� r(�*))2L. If, in the

prior period, the Supreme Court observed any other payoff, it starts the t period

constraint phase again.

A.2.2 The Lower Court’s strategy

In the trust phase when �t¼ 1, the lower court sets r¼ 1 if it believes that

the Supreme Court would view the new factor as relevant. The lower court

sets r¼ 0 if it believes that the Supreme Court would view the new factor as

irrelevant.
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In the trust phase if �t 6¼ 1, the lower court plays its single period best response,

setting r¼ r(�t).

In the constraint phase (which follows the public signal that the Supreme Court

suffered a loss after issuing a pure standard), the lower court always plays its single

period best response, r(�), no matter the form of the legal doctrine.

To prove these strategies form a subgame perfect equilibrium of the repeated

game requires that these strategies form a Nash equilibrium in each subgame.

Equation (2) ensures that the lower court does not deviate in the trust phase,

assuming the t period of constraining doctrine is in the offing.

Suppose that the lower court deviates in the constraint phase. According to the

Supreme Court’s strategy, following any realized payoff other than �r(�*)2E or

�(1� r(�*))2L, it restarts the constraint phase. To avoid this prospect, the lower

court’s best response is to set r¼ r(�*), guaranteeing the Supreme Court one of

these two payoffs. Given that the lower court responds with its single-period best

response, the Supreme Court cannot gain by setting �t 6¼�*.

To conclude the proof, suppose that the Supreme Court deviates in the trust

phase, setting � 6¼1. The lower court’s strategy calls for it to play its one-period best

response to any doctrinal form other than �¼ 1 . This best response will ensure that

the Supreme Court experiences a loss that period, which, in turn, triggers the

constraint period. This deviation cannot be profitable since setting the directive

at �t¼ 1, preserves the Supreme Court’s chance at a 0 payoff that period plus a

continuation of the trust phase. #

Lemma 1

The lower court’s discounted stream of expected payoffs in the cooperative phase is a

decreasing function of the number of periods of constraining legal doctrine (t). Formally,

V+(t)>V +(t + 1).

Proof.

Notice that V+(t)>V +(t + 1) whenever

�coop
lc þ �p���lc

Pt�1

i¼0

�i

1� ð1� p�Þ�� p���t
>

�coop
lc þ �p���lc

Pt

i¼0

�i

1� ð1� p�Þ�� p���tþ1

which can be written as

�coop
lc þ �p���lc

1��t

1��

� �
1� ð1� p�Þ�� p���t

>
�coop

lc þ �p���lc
1��tþ1

1��

� �
1� ð1� p�Þ�� p���tþ1

or

½ð1� �Þ�coop
lc þ �p���lcð1� �

t Þ�½1� �þ p��ð1� �tþ1Þ� >

½ð1� �Þ�coop
lc þ �p���lcð1� �

tþ1Þ�½1� �þ p��ð1� �t Þ�
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which holds if

½ð1� �Þ�coop
lc p��ð�t � �tþ1Þ� > ð1� �Þp����lc½�

t � �tþ1�

or

�coop
lc > ��lc

which is assumed to be true. #

A.3 PROOF OF PROPOSITION (3)

The proof proceeds in two steps. First, we show that the LHS of (2) is increasing in

t , the number of periods of constraining legal doctrine. The RHS is clearly inde-

pendent of t . Second, we pick the smallest value of t such that Equation (2) holds.

Finally, allow p to vary. If the LHS decreases in p it follows, all else equal, that a

(weakly) higher value of t is needed to maintain incentive compatibility for the

lower court.

Step One:

Rewrite Equation (2) as

� Vþð1� �t Þ � ��lc
ð1� �t Þ

1� �

� �
> Bð1Þ

Plugging in for V+ results in

� ð1� �t Þ
�coop

lc þ �p���lc
ð1��t Þ

1��

1� ð1� p�Þ�� p���t

" #
� ��lc

ð1� �t Þ

1� �

 !
> Bð1Þ

Multiplying both sides by 1� � and rewriting the denominator yields

�
ð1� �t Þ½ð1� �Þ�coop

lc þ �p���lcð1� �
t Þ�

1� �þ p��ð1� �t Þ
� ��lcð1� �

t Þ

� �
> ð1� �ÞBð1Þ

The bracketed term on the LHS can be written as

ð1� �t Þð1� �Þ�coop
lc þ �p���lcð1� �

t Þ
2

1� �þ p��ð1� �t Þ

� �
�

��lcð1� �
t Þð1� �Þ

1� �þ p��ð1� �t Þ

� ��

þ
p����lcð1� �

t Þ
2

1� �þ p��ð1� �t Þ

� ��

Collecting terms gives

ð1� �t Þð1� �Þ

1� �þ p��ð1� �t Þ
�coop

lc � ��lc
� �

> ð1� �ÞBð1Þ ð3Þ
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By assumption, �lc
coop>�lc*. It follows that the LHS of Equation (3) is increasing

in t if

ð1� �t Þð1� �Þ

1� �þ p��ð1� �t Þ
<
ð1� �tþ1Þð1� �Þ

1� �þ p��ð1� �tþ1Þ

which reduces

ð1� �t Þ½1� �þ p��ð1� �tþ1Þ� < ð1� �tþ1Þ½1� �þ p��ð1� �t Þ�

or

ð1� �t Þ < ð1� �tþ1Þ

The inequality must hold since �t+1<�t.

Step Two:

Return to Equation (3). Take the derivative of the LHS with respect to p,

resulting in

@�coop
lc

@p

ð1� �t Þð1� �Þ

1� �þ p��ð1� �t Þ

� �
�
ð1� �t Þð1� �Þ��ð1� �t Þ

½1� �þ p��ð1� �t Þ�
2

� �
�coop

lc � ��lc
� �

Note that
@�

coop

lc

@p < 0 and �lc*<�lc
coop by assumption. As a result, the LHS of

Equation (3) decreases in p. The RHS is constant, meaning a weakly higher

value of t is needed to maintain incentive compatibility. #
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